Plan Deliver Achieve
Helping Financial Advisors reduce uncertainty with outcomes-based investing

AMITY INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

The financial advisor’s challenge:
Uncertainty of investment outcomes
Investment advisors have a challenging task. Clients expect advisors to create ﬁnancial strategies that will help them achieve
their goals. However, delivering the desired outcomes is dependent on factors mostly outside the advisor’s control. The success
of the strategy is inﬂuenced by the behaviour of the client, whether investment markets will be favourable, and whether the
asset managers they recommended made the right calls.

We will help you answer:
Will the recommended investment deliver the outcome planned for?
Is the investment strategy I recommended suitable for my client?
Have I selected the right funds for my client?

Goals-based wealth management combined with outcomes-based
investment solutions increases the probability of achieving your
client’s goals.
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Amity, an independent boutique discretionary fund manager,
provides accredited financial advisors an end-to-end investment
management proposition that reduces the uncertainty
of achieving client goals.
Our offering includes:

1
A GOALS-BASED
INVESTMENT PLANNING
PROCESS AND TOOLS

OUTCOMES-BASED
INVESTMENT MODELS
AND FUNDS

We provide you with the tools and
system to deliver a professional
investment planning experience that:

Our range of outcomesbased investment solutions
are designed:

Improves client relationships
Enhances the value of your advice
Reduces your advice risk
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To reduce the uncertainty of
your client’s investment outcome
Preserve your client’s capital
over the investment term
Reduce investment risk

3
BUSINESS
SUPPORT SERVICES
We enable you to enhance your
wealth-management value
proposition with:
A comprehensive investment
management and practice
development training program
Support services that ensures
the eﬃcient delivery of your
client service model
Business services and tools that
assist in growing your practice
and improve proﬁtability

AMITY INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

Client retention and practice growth
is dependent on delivering an advice
experience that meets client
expectations.

+
An engaging investment
planning process
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=

+
Delivering
planned outcomes

Providing a
valued client service

Great advice
experience

AMITY INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

By using Amity’s
end-to-end investment
management proposition,
you will...
Deliver ﬁnancial wellbeing
Reduce the uncertainty of investment outcomes
Increase your value
Build client loyalty and trust
Improve business eﬃciency
Reduce advice risk
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Change the conversation
from “Which fund is the
best compared to its
peers? to “Which
solution can reduce the
uncertainty of achieving
my client’s goals?”
Outcomes-based investing is an innovative investment
management approach that reduces the uncertainty of
investment outcomes for private investors.
Being aware of how your client’s wellbeing is aﬀected when
their investment goals are not reached, increases the
importance of selecting investment solutions that are linked
to a speciﬁc outcome, or end result. In other words, it is not
focused on outperforming some relative benchmark or
optimising the returns for a particular level of risk. Instead, it
focuses on delivering a speciﬁc end result at a designated
point in time, with a high level of certainty.
Outcomes-based investing integrates how private investors
think, act and behave with the characteristics of investment
instruments to build portfolios that reduce the uncertainty of
the outcome, ensures the suitability of the selected
strategy and improves investor behaviour.
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How Is Outcomes-Based
Investing Different?
Investor behaviour

Specified end result

Investor behaviour is a crucial factor in the
success of any investment strategy.
Outcomes-based investing reduces the risk of
investor behaviour detracting from investment
success by designing and managing the
solution using a behavioural proﬁle based on
the goal type. This makes it fundamentally
diﬀerent to traditional approaches and an ideal
solution for private investors who are not
always rational with their money.

Clients invest money with a goal in mind, whether
to ﬁnance a speciﬁc future life event or satisfy
some emotional need. Instead of measuring
investment success against some relative
benchmark, outcomes-based investing designs
investment solutions based on the probability of
achieving speciﬁc outcomes over the investment
term, which provides more conﬁdence in achieving
the set goal.

Specific investment
horizon

Risk management

Private investors have speciﬁc dates when
their goals need to be ﬁnanced. However,
investment returns are not time-speciﬁc.
Outcomes-based investments maximise the
probability of achieving a speciﬁed outcome,
consistently, over rolling investment
horizons; reducing the uncertainty of the
outcome when your client needs their
money.
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Traditional investment strategies deﬁne risk from
an investment point of view; an outcomes-based
investment strategy deﬁnes risk from a private
investor’s point of view. Instead of measuring and
managing volatility, an outcomes-based
investment strategy predetermines the probability
of underperforming the range of outcomes,
actively manages the downside risk and is loss
averse over the investment term.

AMITY INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

“Amity’s outcomes-based investment solutions designed to consistently deliver the predefined
outcomes over rolling investment terms”
This is how our outcomes-based solutions are managed:
To deliver a predeﬁned range of outcomes
over a speciﬁed rolling investment term
with a probability of 80% or more
Portfolio
construction

Objective
Reduce the behavioural risk and loss of
capital by actively managing each
solution according to predetermined
risk criteria speciﬁc to each solution
Risk

Benchmark
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The predeﬁned range of outcomes
forms the absolute benchmark used to
measure the solutions success instead
of measuring performance relative to
peers.

Each solution is constructed using a
risk-based asset allocation strategy and
is implemented through independent,
single asset class specialists or passive
funds

AMITY INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

What is the investment objective?
Our investment solutions are designed to ﬁt in with our goals-based investment planning approach. Since goals diﬀer
in terms of the outcome, importance, risk and investment term, we believe investment solutions should be managed in
alignment with the criteria private investors use to measure success and risk. Our investment solutions are designed
and managed to serve one of the two primary investment objectives: Investing for income or capital growth.

To provide income
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To grow capital

AMITY INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

To provide income
Investment solutions designed
to deliver an ongoing income
stream.

“Amity’s income
strategies combine
income generating
assets and capital
growth assets in a
way that increases
the probability of
delivering a stable,
predictable income
stream
for life.”
.

An income strategy should maximise the probability of delivering a
stable, sustainable income for as long as possible and reduce
dependence on the ups and downs of the market.
Since your client is withdrawing an income from the portfolio, the focus
should not only be on the long-term return on the capital. It should also
consider the sequence of the returns and the impact on your client’s
behaviour when markets perform poorly.
The consistency of achieving the return as well as the source of the
return can play a key role in the success of the income strategy. For
income investing, the objective should be to improve the consistency of
returns and the strategy’s ability to generate a predictable income
stream.

Key questions for income investing are:
Which investment strategy has the highest probability of
delivering the required income for life?
Will the investor be able to stick to the investment strategy
for the long term?
Will the investment strategy still be able to deliver the
required income if the markets perform poorly?
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To grow capital
Outcomes-based Investment
solutions designed to grow
capital with less uncertainty.
Financial advisors can have conﬁdence in helping clients
achieve their goals by using outcomes-based investment
solutions.
An outcomes-based strategy reduces the uncertainty of the
outcome by managing investments to consistently deliver the
predeﬁned outcomes over rolling investment horizons.
This is achieved by using an absolute benchmark, a speciﬁed
outcomes probability, a risk-based asset allocation
philosophy, and mandate-speciﬁc risk criteria. By combining
independent asset class specialists, the solution’s risk is
actively managed and ensures that the asset class building
block delivers a competitive outcome.

“Amity’s outcomes-based investment solutions
ﬁnds a balance between growing capital with
consistency over rolling investment terms and
managing short-term downside risk.”
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Amity’s Range Of Outcomes-based
Investment Solutions
INCOME SOLUTIONS

STABLE INCOME

INFLATION PROTECTED INCOME

BALANCED INCOME

INCOME TERM

LIFE LONG

RISK

LOCAL SOLUTIONS

STABLE INCOME

STEADY GROWTH

GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

INVESTMENT TERM
RISK
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GUARDED GROWTH

GLOBAL BALANCED

0-3

3-5

5-7

OPTIMAL GROWTH

GLOBAL GROWTH

7+
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%
% %
% % %

Stable Income Solution
An investment solution for private investors wanting a high level of income relative to the prevailing
interest rates. Capital is invested in ﬁxed interest assets and the investor’s income is ﬁnanced through
the interest earned. The nominal value of the capital is expected to stay the same over time as long as
the withdrawal rate is not more than the interest earned.

Balanced Income Solution
This solution is suitable for private investors who need an investment that has the highest probability
of sustaining their required income for as long as possible. The solution is managed with the aim of
producing a consistent long-term growth above inﬂation over a rolling ﬁve-year investment horizon,
generating a high level of annual income and minimising the downside risk over a rolling 12-month
period.

Inflation Protected
Income Solution
An investment solution for investors who require their income
to grow with inﬂation over the investment horizon whilst not
depleting the capital. The strategy is primarily invested in
property and equity instruments, with an allocation to ﬁxed
interest instruments. The investor’s income is ﬁnanced through
interest earned, property distributions and dividends
paid by companies.
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Steady Growth Solution
This solution is suitable for the short-term, essential goals of investors where a speciﬁc, more predictable
outcome is more important than achieving the highest rate of return. The investor is dependent on the
outcome to ﬁnance a speciﬁc life event and is sensitive to market movements over a three-year
investment horizon.

Guarded Growth Solution
This solution is suitable for investors requiring a speciﬁc, predetermined amount after investing for
ﬁve years or longer. The investor is dependent on the outcome and therefore needs to have conﬁdence
that there is a high probability that the predeﬁned range of outcomes can be achieved consistently.
Given that the investment term is longer, the investor can tolerate some market movements in the short
term in order to obtain a higher return over the investment term.

Optimal Growth Solution
The Optimal growth solution is suitable for investors requiring a
high probability of achieving a high rate of return over a seven-year
investment horizon, with risk being managed actively. The investor needs
conﬁdence that the predeﬁned range of outcomes can be achieved
consistently over the investment term given that they need a speciﬁc
outcome to ﬁnance their goal. Given that the investment term is
longer the investor can tolerate short-term market movements in
order to target higher returns over the investment term.
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Global Balanced Solution
This is an ideal oﬀshore investment solution, suitable for investors who seek a balance between long-term capital
growth and short-term risk with a diversiﬁed portfolio. The investment is managed to preserve the capital in real
terms and produce a high probability of consistently delivering a good rate of return in a foreign currency over a
rolling 5-year period. The strategy is managed by investing in a diversiﬁed portfolio of oﬀshore equities, property
and ﬁxed interest assets using specialist fund managers for the asset class building blocks.
Although the risk is actively managed the investor should be willing to tolerate short-term market and currency
movements.

Global Growth Solution
Our Global Growth solution is an ideal oﬀshore investment strategy, suitable for
investors with a long-term investment horizon, expecting a high growth rate in an
oﬀshore currency. The solution is managed to preserve the investor’s capital in real
terms and provide the highest probability of achieving a high rate of growth over a
rolling seven-year period.
The solution invests primarily in oﬀshore equity and property with small allocations
to oﬀshore bonds from time to time. The best specialist fund managers are selected
for the asset class building blocks based on Amity’s proprietary outcomes-based
investment criteria.
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Given
2 that
3 the investment
4
5 term
6 is longer the investor can tolerate short-term
market and currency movements in order to target higher returns over the
investment term.
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Our Story
We are supported by
accredited professional
ﬁnancial advisors spread
throughout South Africa

Amity is an independent,
privately owned boutique
discretionary fund manager. We are
an authorised ﬁnancial services provider
(FSP29661)

Our ﬁrst investment
solutions launched
February 2007
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We provide investment
solutions and support to
advisors with total assets
under advice of more than
R10 billion, serving more than
20 000 clients

Our highly qualiﬁed
team of investment and
business management
professionals has extensive
knowledge and experience in
goals-based wealth management,
outcomes-based investing,
practice management and
compliance

Contact Us
Email:
Tel:
Address:

info@amity.co.za
+27 87 980 5321
Summit Oﬃce Park
Garsfontein Road,
Menlyn, Pretoria

www.amity.co.za
An authorised ﬁnancial services provider (FSP29661)

